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All Onion Inv--Glory Daze Tossups 

1. The Ridolfi Plot, the Throckmorton Plot, the Babington Conspiracy 
and the Northern Rebellion were all directed against what British 
monarch? 

Queen Elizabeth I 

2. You would find Genesis and Exodus in the Old Test~ment and Jude 
and Philemon in the New Testament. In what holy book would you find 
Jacob, Enos, Ether, and Moroni? 

The Book of Mormon 

3. He was the first astronomer to see a galaxy, in 1924, although, 
considering recent events, it would have been appropriate were that 
vision blurry or distorted. For ten points, name this namesake of 
NASA's 1990 debacle. 

Edwin Hubble 

4. With what aquatic name do you associate Robert Fulton, Oliver 
Wendell Holmes, Hyman Rickover, and Captain Nemo? 

Nautilus 

5. The "lost thirteen" identifies the missing episodes of The 
Honeymooners. Whose classic short films are known as "the golden 
dozen?" 

Charlie Chaplin 

6. You associate Matisse with Les Fauves (lay fove) and Kandinsky 
with Der Blaue Reiter (writer); with what Dutch painter of "De Stijl" 
(duh schteel) movement do you associate "Broadway Boogie Woo~ie" and 
other geometric forms? 

Piet Mondrian , 

7. Othello the Moor appears in the drama that bears his name. In 
what early play, Shakespeare's first tragedy, does Aaron the Moor 
appear? 

Titus Andronicus ,-----------------
s. In the title of his Pulitzer Prize winner, The Dragons of Eden, 
Carl Sagan makes reference to the key theory presented in the book, 
the R-complex. For what does the R stand? 

.Reptilian (accept reptile) 

9. You would find the Mason-Dixon line between Pennsylvania and 
Maryland. where would you find a plimsoll (plim-sull) line? 

On a (cargo) ship 



10. On January 21, 1911 he founded the National Progressive 
Republican League, but he ran for president in 1924 on the 
Progressive Socialist ticket, earning all 13 of his electoral votes 
from his home state. Who was this midwestern liberal nicknamed 
"Fightin' Bob?" 

Robert M. LaFollette 

11. Although there were earlier stirrings, Martin Luther is 
considered the first significant figure in the Protestant 
Reformation. The second major figure, the author of Institutes of 
the Christian Religion, was French but will be forever associated 
with the city of Geneva, Presbyterianism, and the New England 
Puritans. For ten points name this conservative reformer. 

John Calvin 

12. Several writers have been given credit for it, but for several 
decades it was assumed that Sarah Wentworth Morrison was the author. 
More recent scholarship has demonstrated conclusively that it was 
William Hill Brown. What was this anonymously-published 1789 book 
that is considered the first American novel? 

The Power of Sympathy 

13. What is the only condylar joint in the human body? 

The knee 

14. Everyone knows about the District of Columbia, but which American 
state was originally known as the Territory of Columbia? 

.Was h i ng ton 

15. Litmus turns red in the presence of an acid. What color does 
Phenolphthalein (fee-no-thay-lean) turn in the presence of a base? 

Red 

16. Shakespeare based The Comedy of Errors on his Menaechmi 
(ma-neck-mee), and Ben Jonson and Moliere made use of his comic 
characterizations. He himself borrowed freely from the Greek new 
c6medy of Menander (muh-nan-der). For ten points identify this 
greatest of Roman satirical dramatists. 

Plautus (plow-tus) 

17. The number thirteen has no supernatural significance in Japan. 
Instead, most hotels and hospitals have no rooms numbered "shi" 
because shi sounds like the Japanese word for death. What number is 
it that is so unlucky in Nipon? 

4 (four) 



18. Both Rembrandt and Constable made use of it, but Cezanne 
executed some of his early canvasses entirely with this blunt-nosed, 
trowel-like implement designed for mixing pigments. What tool is 
this? 

The palette.knife 

19. A new book chronicles the birthing pains of the Irish Free State 
by focusing on the soon to be martyred leader who made it happen. 
Who was this patriot who--according to the title--was "The Man Who 
Made Ireland?" 

Michael Collins 

20. One of this country's great collectibles is Tiffany glass, signed 
by Louis Tiffany himself. Somewhat more affordable but still very 
collectible is the molded and pressed Parisian glass engraved in art 
nouveau and art deco styles and signed by its maker from 1890-1945. 
Name the maker and you've named the glass. 

Lalique (lah-Ieek) 

21. In 1648, much of continental Europe was ruled by Spanish 
Hapsburgs, Austrian Hapsburgs, and Ottoman Turks. Which of the three 
controlled Naples and Sicily? 

Spanish Hapsburgs 

22. Oscar Wilde wrote the play, Richard (ree-kard) Strauss the 
opera; both shocked audiences with the sexually-tinged eulogy spoken 
by the title heroine to the severed head of John the Baptist. Name 
the play and you've also named the opera. 

Salome 

23. It is usually translated as "peasant," but sharecropper or 
migrant worker might be more accurate. In any case, thousands of 
them flow back and forth across the U.S. border every night. What is 
this Spanish word which literally translates as "country person?" 

fampesino 

24. The main cities of this African nation are on the coast and 
include Buchanon, Greenville, and Sasstown. Its first--and 
fourth--president was J.J. Roberts. The daily paper is the Star, and 
its institutions of higher education include Cuttington College and 
Booker Washington Agricultural and Industrial Institute. What nation 
is this, in political turmoil since the assassination of President 
Tolbert by Samuel K. Doe in 1981? 

Liberia 

25. The crime novel has been divided into fourteen sub-genres by 
scholars of the form. However, the most significant classes are the 
Hard-Boiled, as found in Dashiell Hammett, the Cozy, as found in 
Agatha Christie, the classic or golden age as found in Dorothy 
Sayers, and the Police Procedural, as found in Ed McBain. Into which 
of these categories do scholars place Sue Grafton and Sara Paretsky? 

Hard-boiled 



26. Although it sounds like a comment on Nixon's first 
vice-president, dum spiro spero (dum spear-oh sparrow) is the motto 
of South Carolina. What does it mean? 

Where there's life, th:re's hope.J or) while . I _~ reathe, there's hope 

27. What recently revived Broadway musical features such songs as 
"Adelaide's Lament" and "Fugue for a Tinhorn?" 

Guys and Dolls 



All Onion Inv--~lory Daze Bonuses 

1. (30) The Suez Canal joins the Red Sea and the Mediterranean. For 
10 points apiece--and you must name both--what two specific bodies of 
water are jo i ned by the following straits? 

a. The Dardenelles (Aegean Sea & Black Sea) 

b. The Straits of Messina (Tyrrhenian Sea & Ionian Sea) 
;---~-.---- -:-.-: .--:-: " .... 

c. The Bass Strait (Ta~~ Sea & .!.!l_~ ~_an Ocean) 

2. (25) On the sheet which you have just been handed identify the 
following by their schematic symbols: 

a. a lamp LG.L 
b. a circuit breaker (F) 

c. a capacitor (D) 

d. a fuse (A) 

e. an external antenna (E) 

3. (25) According to the most current Trends listing in Coin World, 
what is the year and mint mark of the most valuable specimen of the 
following coins--assuming that condition is equal: 

a. The Lincoln penny (1909 S-VDB) --_ .. _- --_ ... -_ .. -
b. The buffalo nickel (1937 3-legged) 

c. The Roosevelt dime (1955-S) 

d. The Washington quarter (1932-S) 

e. The Kennedy half dollar (1964-D) 
~'~~'-.-.. ' 

4. (25) Long ago in high school chemistry you learned that certain 
elements, such as iron and tungsten, took their symbols from their 
names in languages other than English. Now, as sophisticated college 
grads, you can earn five points apiece for giving the actual names 
from which th~se elemental symbols come. 

a. Tin (~...?~I!!.) 

b • Antimony (Stibium) 
... - -_ ... . _-- --'-

c . Silver (Argentum) -_ .. _-- - - -
d. Lead (Plumbum) 

e. Mercury (Hydrargum) 
, ' .. ~--- ----_ ...... 

5. (25) Only time will tell whethe~ the musical comedies of the 
Broadway theater will be regarded with the respect given opera or the 
sly wink accorded English music hall songs. You can strike a blow 
for the former by correctly identifying the show from which each of 
~h~ fnllnyfn" ""_0 



a. "Try to Remember" (The Fantasticks) 

b. "Wunderbar" (Kiss Me, Kate) --_.--
c. "You Should Have Married Sheldon Miller" (Do Re Mi) 

d. "There's No Business Like Show Business" (Annie Get Your Gun) 
-------' 

e. "The Heather on the Hill" (Brigadoon) 

6. (20) Millions of words have been spent detailing the activities of 
the Wall Street money men chronicled in the best selling Den of 
Thieves. For five points apiece, identify these parsasites of the 
big board: 

a. The insecure and paranoid arbitrageur who turned state's evidence 
and is now suing his wife. (Ivan Boesky) - . 
b. The classic geek who did more than anyone to blow the operation, 
and was the first to be arrested. (Dennis Levine) ---"-" 
c. The handsome investment banker who sold out to Boesky. 
Siegel) 

(Martin 

d. The biggest dealer of them all, who created a separate empire in 
Beverly Hillds under the Drexel Birnham name. (Michael Milken) 

7. (25) Some find him dated, but many others rank Charles Dickens 
next to Shakespeare as creator of some of the most memorable 
characters in all of English literature. Identify the novels where 
one can find 

a. Sam Weller (~ic!:H2la.~ Nicklebl,) 
, 

b. Mr. Pecksniff (Martin Chuzzlewit) 

c. Little Nell (The Old Cur i 0 sit y S h_Q.Q ) .... 

d • Barnaby Rudge (The Mystery of Edwin Drood) 

e. Mr. Micawber (E.avid Cop per fie 1 d ). 

8. (30) The march of technology is not without ita pitfalls, but 
since the middle ages it has been const?nt, so constant that it is 
often hard to remember which came first . I'll give you three groups 
of three discoveries or inventions since World War II. You will 
receive ten points for each set you put in correct order from 
earliest to most recent. 

a. the fiber optic telephone line, the floppy disk, and the audio 
cassette (reverse order: cassette 1963, disk 1970, fiberoptics 1977) 

~ - . -- ' -- _. -- . _.,-_._-
~- . 

b. Astroturf, Velcro, and Permanent Press (Velcro 1955, ~S~lQ~t 
1960, PPress 1964) 
c. The -riu c i ear sub mar i n e, t"h e sup e r son i c t ran s po r t, and the fir s t 
credit card (card 1950, sub 1954, SST 1968) 



9. (25) There once was a time when every American schoolchild knew 
the books of the Bible--and knew them in order too. For five points 
apiece, I will give you both the preceding and the following book of 

the Bible. You supply the book in between. 

a. Jeremiah precedes; Ezekial follows (Lamentations) 

b. Deuteronomy precedes; Judges follows (Joshua) 

c. Acts precedes; 1st Corinthians follows (Romans) 

d. Esther precedes; Psalms follows (Job) 

e. 3rd John precedes; Revelations follows (Jude) 

10. (25) In current American Kennel club dog shows, the canines are 
divided into seven classes: toy, working, sporting, herding, 
non-sporting, terriers, and hounds. Into which class, for five 
points apiece, do the following dogs fit? 

a. Dachshund (dahks-hunt) (hound) -
b. Dalmatian (~on-sporting) 

c. Airedale (terrier) 

d. Great Dane (working) 

e. Cocker spaniel (sporting) 

11. (25) You could no doubt rattle off the capitals of the United 
States in short order. Can you do the same for Australia? I'll name 
the political subdivision; you give its capital city. 

a. Victoria (Melbourne) 

b. Western Australia (Perth) 

c. Queensland (Brisbane) 

d. Southern Australia (Adelaide) 

e. Northern Territory (Darwin) 

12. The triple crown traditionally identifies the Pope, but in the 
United States, it has a sporting connection. For five points apiece, 
name the most recent triple crown winner and for five more the year 
in which it happened in 

a. Thorou&hbred racing (Affirmed 1978) 

b. Baseball (Carl Yasztremski 1967) 

13. (20) As I was going to St Ives, I met a man with seven wives; 
each wife had seven sacks; each sack had seven cats; each cat had 
seven kits; kits, cats, sacks, wives, how many did I meet leaving St. 
Ives (allow 30 seconds)? 

2801 



14. (30) In Stephen J. Gould's personal narrative of geological 
history entitled Time's Ar~ow, Time's Cycle, he explicates the work 
of three historical commentators on the history of the earth, one of 

whom he describes as a "villain," the other two whom he describes as 
"heroes." For ten points apiece, identify these three earth 
scientists: 

a. The villain of the piece is the author of Tellurus Theoria 
Sacred--Sacred Theory of the Earth--published in the 1680's, a book 
which "proved" the Biblical history of the earth in what a later 
critic called "monstrous doctrines." Who was this pompous 
creationist? 

Thomas Burnet 

b. The first hero published his Theory of the Earth a century later 
in the 1780's. Who was this great thinker--but terrible 
writer--whose work had to be translated into readable form by his 
friend and admirer, John Playfair? 

James Hutton 

c. The second and greater hero was a lawyer who became not only a 
scientist but one who created his own mythology. Considered the 
father of modern geology and one of England's greatest scientists, 
who was this author of the three-volume Principles of Geology 
published from 1830-1833? 

Charles Lyell 

15. (25) Look at the columnar capitals on the sheet you have been 
given. For five points apiece, give the correct number that matches 
the following architectural style: 

a. Renaissance (17) 

b. Aeolic (11 ) 

c . Ionic (14 ) 

d. Mairya (from India) (13) . 

e. Corinthian (15) 

16. (30) In 1914, the map of Africa consisted essentially of seven 
nations--Great Britain, France, Italy, Belgium, Spain, Portugal and 
Germany. For a varying number of points, answer these questions 
about that map: 

a. For five points, name the only two independent states. 
(Abyssinia--or Ethiopia--and Liberia) ..-

b. For five more points, identify the largest country, or, more 
accurately, the largest geographical division. (French West Africa) 

c. For ten p6ints, name the three Italian possessions (Eritrea, 
Italian Somalila~fl, and Libya) 

d. For a final ten points, name the only two Spanish possessions on 
the mainland (Rio Muni, Rio de Oro) 

" 



17. (25) The precursers to Shakespeare are known by a corny mnemonic: 
Marlowe's kid pealed a green lily. For five points each, was it 

Marlowe, Kyd, Peale, Greene, or Lyly who 

a. was the chief figure of Euphuism (you-few-ism) as seen in hi~ 
Euphues (you-few-ease) and his England? (John Lyly) 

b. wrote the cony-catching pamphlets? (Robert Greene) 

c. was stabbed to death at age 29 in a tavern brawl? (Christopher 
Marlowe) 

d. was a master of revenge tragedy and probably wrote an early 
version of Hamlet? (Thomas Kyd) 

e. was a University wit and satirized romantic poetry in The Old 
Wive's Tale? (George Peele) 

18. (15-30) Well, College Bowlers, are you students of the arts and 
sciences or creatures of popular culture? In this question you pays 
your money and you takes your choice. 

a. Choose a question about physics for ten points or pop history for 
five. Physics--What 17th-century researcher explained the propagation 
of light through "birefringence (bi-re-frin-gents)" on the theory 
that light consisted of longitudinal waves? (Christiaan Huygens); Pop 
history--What do Catherine the Great, Billy the Kid, and Bozo the 
Clown have in common? (The same middle name) 

b. Choose linguistics for ten or sports for five. 
Linguistics--Everyone knows that Grimm's Law explains the analogous 
sounds of Indo-European languages, but the brothers Grimm were not 
the first to notice the parallels between Sanskrit and European 
tongues. That distinction belongs to an Englishman in the last days 
of the Raj. Who was this linguistic pioneer? (William Jones); 
Sports--When Babe Ruth hit 60 home runs in 1927, he broke his own 
record. Whose record did he break when he hit 59 dingers in 1921? 
(His own-54) . . 
c. You may answer a question about economics for ten or a question 
about television for five~ Economics--The monetarist school of 
neoclassical economics espouses laissez-faire and rejects Keynesian 
(cane-zian) fiscal policy. What Chicago economist was the leading 
exponent of this position? (Milton Friedman). TV--By what 
entomological name did Master Po refer to Cane, played by David 
Carradine, on Kung Fu? (Grasshopper) 

~ 

19. (30) Kings throughout history have borne descriptive nicknames, 
but the French lead in the sobriquet (so-bri-kay) department. For 
five points apiece, give the proper name of the monarchs with the 
following nicknames; for another five points each, give the correct 
numeral to match the name, i.e. "the sage" is Robert II. 

a. The Simple (Charles 

b. The Good (John 

c. The Fair (Phillip 

III) 

II) 

IV) 



23. (30) For collector~ of stringed instruments there are certain 
magic names representative of collectible instruments; for instance, 
a National steel is an amplified metal acoustic guitar. For ten 
points apiece, the following magic names belong to what kind of 
instruments? 

a. A Gibson Tubaphone (banjo) 

b. A Martin herringbone (guitar) 

c. A Lloyd Loar signed F-5? (mandolin) 

24. (30) Besides his romance with Elizabeth Barrett, Robert Browning 
is best-rembered today for his memorable long poems known as dramatic 
monologues. For 10 points apiece, identify the poem from which the 
following memorable lines come: 

a. .. Grow 
Ezra") 

old along with me, the best is yet to be" ("Rabbi ben 
'" 

b. "If hate killed men, Brother Lawrence ••• would not mine kill you?" 
( .... Soliloquy of the Spanish Cloister") , 

c. "Notice Neptune, though/Taming a seahorse ••• Which Claus of 
Innsbruck cast in bronze for me." ("My Last Duchess") 

25. (25) The final pages of the Lexicon Encyclopedia contains entries 
most of which begin with the digraph ZW. For five points apiece, 
ident~fy these ZW's: 

a. A leader of the Reformation (Ulrich Zwingli) 

b. A molecule with a positively-charged group bonded through an 
intermediate group to a negatively-charged group (zwitterion) 

c. A German city whose name means the same in German as its Roman 
name Bipontium and its French name Dieuxponts (dyuh-pohn). 
(Zweibrucken) 

d. The galleries housing the Dresden State Art Collections. (The 
Zwinger) 

e. A modern pacifist and humanist, this Austrian delved into the 
creative process across time ind culture and published an 
autobiography The World of Yesterday shortly before committing 
suicide in 1942. (Stefan Zweig) 
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